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Abstract We study a single fluid component in a flat like
universe (FLU) governed byf (T ) gravity theories, whereT
is the teleparallel torsion scalar. The FLU model, regardless
the value of the spatial curvaturek, identifies a special class
of f (T ) gravity theories. Remarkably, the FLUf (T ) gravity
does not reduce to teleparallel gravity theory. In large Hub-
ble spacetime the theory is consistent with the inflationary
universe scenario and respects the conservation principle.
The equation of state (EoS) evolves similarly in all models
k = 0,±1. We study the case when the torsion tensor is made
of a scalar field, which enables to derive a quintessence po-
tential from the obtainedf (T ) gravity theory. The poten-
tial produces Starobinsky-like model naturally without us-
ing a conformal transformation, with higher orders contin-
uously interpolate between Starobinsky and quadratic infla-
tion models. The slow-roll analysis shows double solutions
so that for a single value of the scalar tilt (spectral index)
ns the theory can predict double tensor-to-scalar ratiosr of
E-mode andB-mode polarizations.

1 Introduction

The general relativity (GR) theory explained the gravity as
spacetime curvature. This description of gravitation has suc-
ceeded to confront astrophysical observations for a long time.
It has predicted perfectly the perihelion shift of Mercury,
time delay in the solar system. Even in the strong field regimes
such as binary pulsars it has amazingly predicted their or-
bital decay due to gravitational radiation by the system. While
it fails to predict the accelerating cosmic expansion whichis
evidenced by the astronomical observations of high-redshift
Type Ia supernovae [1]. The teleparallel equivalent of gen-
eral relativity (TEGR) theory has provided an alternative de-
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scription of Einstein’s gravity. The theory constructed from
vierbein (tetrad) fields1 {ha

µ} instead of metric tensor fields
gµν . The metric space, however, can be constructed from
the vierbein fields, so the Levi-Civita symmetric connection
◦

Γ α
µν . It is, also, possible to construct Weitzenböck non-

symmetric connectionΓ α
µν . The first connection has a non-

vanishing curvature tensorR(
◦

Γ )
αβ µν 6= 0 but a vanishing tor-

sion tensorT (
◦

Γ )
αµν = 0, while the later is characterized by a

vanishing curvature tensorR(Γ )
αβ µν = 0 but a non-vanishing

torsion tensorT (Γ )
αµν 6= 0. The combined picture could be en-

coded in the contracted Bianchi identity

R(
◦

Γ ) ≡−T (Γ )−2∇(
◦

Γ )
α T να

ν ,

whereR(
◦

Γ ) is the usual Ricci scalar, the scalar invariantT (Γ )

is called the teleparallel torsion scalar (it will be brieflyin-

vestigated in Section2 and the covariant derivative∇(
◦

Γ )

is with respect to (w.r.t.) the Levi-Civita connection. The
variation of the left hand side w.r.t. the metric tensor pro-
vides the GR field equations. Since the last term in the iden-
tity is a total derivative, it does not contribute to the field
equations, and the variation of the right hand side w.r.t. the
vierbein fields provides a set of field equations equivalent
to the GR that is called TEGR. Although the two theories
are quantitatively equivalent at their level of the field equa-
tions, they are qualitatively different at the level of their
actions! Indeed, the total derivative term is scalar invariant
under diffeomorphism but not invariant under local Lorentz
transformation (LLT). On the other hand, the Ricci scalar in
Einstein-Hilbert action leads to a theory invariant under dif-
feomorphism as well as LLT. Consequently, the teleparallel

1The Greek lettersα ,β , ... denote the spacetime indices and the Latin
onesa,b, ... denote Lorentz indices. Both run from 0 to 3.
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torsion scalarT is not invariant under LLT [2]. The absence
of local Lorentz symmetry in TEGRaction will not be re-
flected in the field equations, so it does not worth to worry
about it. However, the presence of the total derivative term
is crucial when consider thef (T ) extension of TEGR [3, 4].

The telleparallel geometry has received attentions in the
last decade. However, this geometry has been used very ear-
lier in 1920s to unify gravity and electromagnetism by Ein-
stein [5]. After this trial the geometry has been developed
[6–8]. Later, successful extensions to Einstein’s work al-
lowed a class of theories with a quadratic torsion in La-
grangian density [9–11]. Other trials to obtain a gauge field
theory of gravity using the teleparallel geometry have shown
a great interest [12–16]. Recent developments attempted a
global approach by using arbitrary moving frames instead
of the local expressions in the natural basis [17, 18]. Also,
it worths to mention other developments to the teleparallel
geometry by imposing Finslerian properties to this geomet-
rical structure [19–21]. Actually, this geometry provides an
alternative tool for deeper studies of the gravity.

An interesting variant of the TEGR is the Born-Infeld-
modified teleparallel gravity. Within this framework the early
cosmic acceleration (inflation) could be accounted for with
no need to an inflaton field [22, 23]. Another remarkable
variant on generalizations of TEGR are thef (T ) theories
similar to the f (R) extensions of Einstein-Hilbert action.
Within this new class of modified gravity theories a partic-
ular form has been proposed to explain the late-time cos-
mic speeding up without dark energy (DE) [24–27]. As is
well known that f (R) theories are conformally equivalent
to Einstein-Hilbert action plus a scalar field. In contrast,the
f (T ) theories cannot be conformally equivalent to TEGR
plus a scalar field [28]. Short period these pioneering studies
have been followed by a large number of papers exploring
different aspects of thef (T ) gravity in astrophysics [29–40]
and in cosmology [41–50]. Some applications show interest-
ing results, e.g. avoiding the big bang singularity by present-
ing a bouncing solution [51, 52]. Also, a graceful exit infla-
tionary model within thef (T ) cosmology has been argued
in [53]. A recent promising variant is the modified teleparal-
lel equivalent of Gauss-Bonnet gravity and its applications
[54–56].

Spatially flat universe (SFU), i.e.k = 0, is used widely in
the literature seeking for consistency with cosmic observa-
tions. However, recent observations by Planck satellite sug-
gest, also, an open universe as a reliable model [57]. On the
other hand, the smallness of the curvature density param-
eter cannot be covered by SFU assumption. In the present
study, instead of restrict ourselves to SFU, we impose FLU
assumptions into the modifiedf (T ) Friedmann equations.
This model identifies a hidden class off (T ) gravity theories
that cannot be covered by assuming a SFU. The rest of this
paper is structured as follows: In Section2, we briefly re-

view the teleparallel geometry and thef (T ) gravity theories.
In Section3, we use the modified version of the Friedmann
equations according tof (T ) gravity to describe a FLU. In
Section4, we discuss the physical and cosmological conse-
quences of the obtained results. In Section5, we assume the
case when the torsion tensor is made of a scalar field. This
enables to construct an exact inflation model powered by a
quintessence like field sensitive to the spacetime symmetry.
In addition, it enables to induce a generalized Starobinsky
potential from the obtainedf (T ) gravity theory. In Section
6, we study possible solutions of the slow-roll parameters
of this theory. We discuss testable predictions of the theory
according to the recent released Planck and BICEP2 data
[57–59]. The work is summarized in Section7.

2 Extended Teleparallel Gravity

In what follows, we give the structure of Weitzenböck 4-
space. It is described as a pair(M, ha), whereM is a 4-
dimensional smooth manifold andha (a = 0, · · · ,3) are 4-
linearly independent vector (vierbein) fields defined glob-
ally on M. Consequently, the|h| := det(hµ

a ) is nonzero. The
vierbein fields and their dual coframes are orthonormal, i.e.
ha

µha
ν = δ µ

ν andha
µhb

µ = δ b
a , whereδ is the Kronecker ten-

sor. The metric space can be constructed from the vierbein
fieldsgµν := ηabha

µhb
ν whereηab = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) is

the Minkowski metric for the tangent space, so the Rieman-
nian geometry is recovered. It is, also, possible to construct
Weitzenböck nonsymmetric connection

Γ α
µν := ha

µ∂ν ha
α =−ha

α ∂ν ha
µ , (1)

where∂ν = ∂
∂xν . The Weitzenböck space is characterized by

the vanishing of the vierbein’s covariant derivative, i.e.

∇(Γ )
ν ha

µ := ∂νha
µ +Γ µ

λ νha
λ ≡ 0, (2)

where the covariant derivative∇(Γ ) is w.r.t. the Weitzenböck
connection. So this property identifies auto parallelism or
absolute parallelism condition. As a matter of fact, the∇(Γ )

operator is not covariant under local Lorentz transformations
(LLT) SO(3,1) allowing all LLT invariant geometrical quan-
tities to rotate freely in every point of the space [60]. In this
sense, the symmetric metric (10 degrees of freedom) cannot
predict exactly one set of vierbein fields; then the extra six
degrees of freedom of the 16 vierbein fields need to be fixed
in order to identify exactly one physical frame. The frames
ha are called the parallelization vector fields. It can be shown
that the teleparallelism condition (2) implies the metricity

condition∇(
◦

Γ )
σ gµν ≡ 0. The Weitzenböck connection (1) is

curvature free while it has torsion tensor. The torsionT and
the contortionK tensor fields of type (1,2) in spacetime co-
ordinates are

T α
µν := Γ α

νµ −Γ α
µν = ha

α (∂µ ha
ν − ∂νha

µ
)

, (3)
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Kµν
α := −1

2
(T µν

α −Tνµ
α −Tα

µν ) . (4)

In the teleparallel space one may define three Weitzenböck
invariants:I1 = T αµν Tαµν , I2 = T αµνTµαν andI3 = T α Tα ,
whereT α = Tν

αν . We next define the invariantT = AI1+
BI2+CI3, whereA, B andC are arbitrary constants [60]. For
the values:A = 1/4, B = 1/2 andC = −1 the invariantT

is just the Ricci scalarR(
◦

Γ ), up to a total derivative term as
mentioned in Section1; then a teleparallel version of gravity
equivalent to GR can be achieved. The teleparallel torsion
scalar is given in the compact form

T := T α
µνSα

µν , (5)

where the superpotential tensorSα
µν is defined as

Sα
µν :=

1
2

(

Kµν
α + δ µ

α T β ν
β − δ ν

α T β µ
β

)

, (6)

which is skew symmetric in the last two indices. Similar to
the f (R) theory one can take the action off (T ) theory as

L (ha
µ ,ΦA) =

∫

|h|
[

M2
Pl

2
f (T )+Lm(ΦA)

]

d4x, (7)

whereMPl is the reduced Planck mass, which is related to
the gravitational constantG by MPl =

√

h̄c/8πG. Assum-
ing the units in whichG = c = h̄ = 1, in the above equation
|h|=√−g andΦA are the matter fields. The variation of (7)
w.r.t. the tetrad fieldha

µ requires the following field equa-
tions [24]

Sµ
ρν ∂ρ T fT T +

[

h−1ha
µ∂ρ (hha

α Sα
ρν)−T α

λ µSα
νλ
]

fT

−1
4

δ ν
µ f =−4πΘµ

ν , (8)

where f ≡ f (T ), fT = ∂ f (T )
∂T , fT T = ∂ 2 f (T )

∂T 2 andΘµ
ν is the

energy-momentum tensor.

3 Cosmological Modifications off (T )

We first assume that our universe is an isotropic and homo-
geneous, which directly gives rise to the tetrad field given
by Robertson [61]. This can be written in spherical polar
coordinate (t, r, θ , φ ) as follows:

(ha
µ ) =

















1 0 0 0

0 L1 sinθ cosφ
4a(t)

L2 cosθ cosφ−4r
√

ksinφ
4ra(t) − L2 sinφ+4r

√
kcosθ cosφ

4ra(t)sinθ

0 L1 sinθ sinφ
4a(t)

L2 cosθ sinφ+4r
√

kcosφ
4ra(t)

L2 cosφ−4r
√

kcosθ sinφ
4ra(t)sinθ

0 L1 cosθ
4a(t)

−L2sinθ
4ra(t)

√
k

a(t)

















,

(9)

wherea(t) is the scale factor,L1 = 4+kr2 andL2 = 4−kr2.
The tetrad (9) has the same metric as FRW metric

ds2 = dt2− a2(t)

[

dr2

1− 1
4kr2

+ r2dθ 2+ r2sin2(θ )dφ2

]

.

3.1 Modified Friedmann equations

Applying the f (T ) field equations (8) to the FRW universe
(9), assuming an isotropic perfect fluid the energy-momentum
tensor takes the formΘµ

ν = diag(ρ ,−p,−p,−p). The f (T )
field equations (8) read

ρ =Θ 0
0 =

1
16π

( f +12H2 fT ). (10)

p =Θ(α)
(α) = − 1

16π
[

( f +12H2 fT )+4Ḣ( fT −12H2 fT T )

− 4k
a2 ( fT +12H2 fT T )

]

, (11)

where(α) identifies the spatial coordinate running from 1,
..., 3 andH(:= ȧ/a) is the Hubble parameter, the dot denotes
the derivative w.r.t. cosmic timet. Equations (10) and (11)
are the modified Friedmann equations in thef (T ) gravity.
Substituting from the vierbein (9) into (5), we get the torsion
scalar

T =
6k−6ȧ2

a2

= −6H2(1+Ωk) , (12)

whereΩk := − k
a2H2 is called the curvature density parame-

ter. In above, the modifiedf (T ) Friedmann equations might
show interesting results since the first round bracket in (11)
is the additive inverse of (10). This provides a good chance
to hunt a cosmological constant like matter perfectly, if the
extra terms of (11) vanish. However, these terms enable evo-
lutions away from the cosmological constant. By careful
look to (11) we find that these extra quantities can be split
into a freek term andk dependent term2. Taking the SFU
assumption leads to disappearance of the last term in (11);
then the chance for hunting cosmological constant like DE
is by taking the highly restrictive conditioṅH = 0 or by tak-
ing its coefficient fT − 12H2 fT T = 0. Since we are deal-
ing within the SFU framework, hence the teleparallel tor-
sion scalar (12) can be related to Hubble parameter byT =

−6H2. Only the SFU identifies a particular class off (T ) ∝√
T . In this article we take a different path allowing evolu-

tion away from the cosmological constant without assuming
spatial flatness, but enforcing the evolution to be flat like
model.

3.2 Searching for a flat like universe

Most cosmological models assume SFU models seeking for
a perfect match with cosmological observations. As a mat-
ter of fact, taking the spatial flatness as a firm prediction
of inflation is not quite accurate. It is easy to show that the
smallness ofΩk can be a reflection ofk ≪ a2H2 as expected

2One should note thatf (T) may containk dependent quantities.
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at early universe. It has been shown that even with a rela-
tively large curvature parameter one can gain all advantages
of inflation. On the other hand, it has been shown that the
curvature density parameter average is|Ωk| . 0.15 at 1σ
confidence [62]. Moreover, it has been shown that the so-
called modified growth parameters are correlated with the
curvature density parameter with a recognizable deviationat
|Ωk| ≥ 0.05, which leads some to conclude that the spatial
curvature must be included in the analysis with other cosmo-
logical parameters [46, 48, 63, 64]. Recalling thef (T ) mod-
ified Friedmann equations (10) and (11), we allow the fluid
to evolve away from the cosmological constant like fluid re-
gardless the value ofk. Instead of taking the constraint of
the SFU model, we assume the vanishing of the coefficient
of k in (11) so that

a2 fT +12ȧ2 fT T = 0. (13)

The FLU model ansatz (13) identifies a hidden special class
of f (T ) gravity theories which cannot be covered by tak-
ing SFU model. The solution of (13) is not easy in non-flat
models. Also, it worths to mention that this treatment can-
not be applied in the TEGR theory, i.e.f (T ) = T , since the
coefficient ofk in (11) is a constant. So it would not provide
us with a condition similar to (13) for examining a FLU. In
this case one is obliged to assume a global spatial flatness
by puttingk = 0 to study flat universe model. Thus we ex-
pect that the FLU treatment enables to study gravity beyond
the TEGR or GR domains. Asf (T ) in FRW spacetime is a
function of time f (T → t), one easily can show that

fT = ḟ /Ṫ , fT T =
(

Ṫ f̈ − T̈ ḟ
)

/Ṫ 3. (14)

Substituting from (14) into (13), then solve tof (T → t) we
get:

f (t) = Λ +λ
∫

e
∫ k2+(3äa−5ȧ2)k+2ä2a2+4ȧ4−7ȧ2äa+ȧ

...
a a2

ȧa(äa−ȧ2+k)
dt

dt, (15)

whereΛ andλ are integration constants. We later show that
the constantΛ can be perfectly interpreted as cosmological
constant. In order to reduce the dependence onk, we fol-
low the same ansatz (13) by taking a vanishing value of the
coefficient ofk. So, in the above equation, we take

3äa−5ȧ2 = 0, (16)

by solving fora(t) we get the scale factor

a(t) = a0

[

3
3−2H0(t − t0)

]3/2

, (17)

wherea0 is an arbitrary constant of integration, with an ini-
tial conditionH0 = H(t0). One should mention that the scale
factor is independent of the choice ofk. On the other hand,
we do not expect or accept that the three world modelsk =

0,±1 to be completely coincide, then the functionf (T → t)

should depend on the choice ofk in its final form. Substitut-
ing from (17) into (12) we get the torsion scalar

T (t) =
6k[3−2H0(t − t0)]5−1458a2

0H2
0

27a2
0[3−2H0(t − t0)]2

. (18)

Substituting from (17) into (15) and expanding the exponen-
tial aroundt = 0; then thef (T ) is obtained as a function of
t as

f (t) =
∞

∑
n=0

cntn, (19)

wherecn are constant coefficients consist of the set of con-
stants{k,a0, t0,H0,λ ,Λ}. The zeroth term of (19) derives
the Friedmann equations (10) and (11) to produce the cos-
mological constant DE, so fixes the value of the coefficient
c0 to the cosmological constant. We give examples of thecn

coefficients:c0 =Λ , c1=−2τ0H0λ k− 81a2
0λ

8τ4
0H2

0
, c2 =− 81a2

0λ
4τ5

0H2
0
−

16τ5
0H4

0 λ k2

81a2
0

, ... etc, whereτ0 = t0 +
3

2H0
. The higher orders

of the expansion in (19) produce the evolution away from
the cosmological constant. Equation (18) enables to write
the time mathematically in terms of the torsion scalar, i.e.

t = τ0+
3
√

6/2√
−T

+O( 1
T 3 ); then we reexpress (19) in terms of

the torsion scalar as inverse power law ofT as3

f (T ) ∝
∞

∑
n=0

αn√
−T n

, (20)

whereαn are known constant coefficients consist of the same
set of constants similar to the coefficientscn. The above ex-
pression shows thatf (T ) does not reduce to TEGR as ex-
pected so that it describes a non ordinary matter. Accord-
ingly, we cannot assume a fixed EoS as in the classical cases.
But it is more convenient to consider the case of the time de-
pendent EoS corresponds to the contribution of the dynam-
ical evolution of thef (T ) to the density and pressure. We
summarize the FLU model as below:

(a) In the GR theory, a fixed value of the equation of state
(EoS) parameter,ω := p(a(t))/ρ(a(t)), is entered to the
Friedmann equations as an input; then the scale factor
a(t) is obtained as an output.

(b) In the f (T ) theories, a fixed EoS parameter in addition
to a scale factora(t) are entered to the Friedmann equa-
tions as inputs; then anf (T ) is obtained as an output.

(c) In this work which is governed by thef (T ) framework,
we introduce two conditions (the FLU model assump-
tions, (15) and (16)) as inputs; then we get a scale factor
a(t), f (T ) and a dynamical EoS parameterω(t) as out-
puts.

3We give thef (T) in terms of the torsion scalar to explore thef (T) in
its usual form. But all the calculations in this work are performed using
the time dependent form (19).
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In the (c) case, the FLU constrains the scale factora(t) and
f (T ) by the model assumptions. These assumptions allow
density and pressure to reformulate accordingly as functions
of time. So it is not convenient to add an extra condition, e.g.
assuming a fixed EoS. Whereas the EoS in the FLU model
should be treated as a time dependent output parameter, i.e.
ω(t) = p(t)/ρ(t), this grantees a consistent system of Fried-
mann equations. Actually, the only thing that we have to
worry about, in f (T ) of cosmological applications, is ob-
taining compatiblea(t) and f (T ) [46]. It worths to mention
that the fine tuning problem facing DE models with a con-
stant equation of state can be alleviated if we assume that
the EoS is time dependent, e.g. quintessence models [65].
So one should think of this model as quintessence models
rather than classical cosmological models.

4 Cosmic Evolution

In this Section, we perform a cosmological study of the FLU
model to examine its capability to obtain the cosmic evolu-
tion. In addition, we study its consistency with the Fried-
mann equations. The FRW spacetime that is governed by
f (T ) gravity can be determined by a scale factora(t) and
an f (T ) form. As we mentioned before that the scale fac-
tor (17) is independent ofk, while the f (t), namely (19),
depends onk as it should be. This allows to study different
evolution scenarios according to the choice ofk, assuming
that the FRW universe is filled with a single fluid component
given by (10) and (11), we examine the cosmic evolution as
follows.

4.1 The large Hubble-spacetime

We study the largeH-regime, i.e. at early time universe.
The Hubble parameter corresponds to the scale factor (17)
is given by

H =
3H0

3−2H0(t − t0)
, (21)

where the modified Friedmann equations are symmetric un-
der a → −a. We easily find that the universe is always ac-
celerating as the deceleration parameterq := − aä

ȧ2 = −5/3.
Nevertheless, the matter density (10) of this theory in the

large H-spacetime is given asρ → 1
16π

(

Λ +
81a2

0H2
0 λ

(3+2H0t0)3

)

,

which agrees with the predictions of the vacuum density
with a correction term. This is consistent with the inflation-
ary universe scenario at this stage.

4.2 Single-fluid equation of state

In this f (T ) theory, we assume only a single fluid com-
ponent to describe the matter of the universe. As we men-

tioned in Subsection3.2, there is a good chance to hunt
negative pressure matter in thef (T ) framework with ex-
pected deviation from the cosmological constant behaviour.
We now examine the nature of this single-fluid component
and its possible evolution. Using (10) and (11), we get a
time dependent EoS parameter (ω := p/ρ). The dynami-
cal behaviour shows a similar asymptotic behaviour regard-
less the universe is flat or not. It is only affected by the
order of expansion of (19). We need to mention that the
fn(t)= c0+c1t+c2t2+ ...+cntn shows that the leading term
f0(t) = c0 = Λ producing an EoS as a constant function of
timeω(t) =−1, which describes the cosmological constant
DE perfectly. However, the value ofΛ does not necessarily
large as we will see later. We choose initial conditions to fit
with the early universe, by taking a tiny initial scale factor
combined with a large initial Hubble constant at Planck time
t0 = tPl. When the first order correction is taken into consid-
eration, the EoS approachesω → −7/9 ast → t f , where
t f ≫ tPl is time large enough at which the EoS gets its fi-
nal steady phase. While the second order correction allows
the EoS to evolve up toω →−5/9 ast → t f . We conclude
that the series of thef (t) up to the second order correction
does not allow the EoS to crossoverω = 0 at anytime. These
cases ofn = 0,1,2 are useful to describe the very early uni-
verse.

We give the modeln = 3 more attention as it produces
an excellent agreement with the acceptable cosmic evolu-
tion scenario, see the plots of Figure1. Although, we used a
single-fluid component, its dynamical evolution allows the
EoS parameter initially to start fromω < −1 (phantom).
The evolution of the EoS shows almost the same behaviour
in the three models. Then it evolves to pressureless cold
dark matter (CDM) (ω = 0), radiation (ω = 1/3) and possi-
bly stiff-matter (ω = 1), while it shows a quintessence fate
ω →−1/3 ast → t f in all models. This shows a unique ori-
gin of early and late cosmic accelerating expansion. So we
find that the third order correction is the most physical sce-
nario. In the cases ofn≥ 4, we have a physical motivation to
study the series up ton = 9 only as the EoS of higher order
producesω > 1 asymptotically which represents unknown
matter so far.

We find that the EoS asymptotic behaviour increases by
a quantized value29 as{−1,− 7

9, − 5
9, ...} as then-th order

increases by unity in the series (19). It worths to mention that
the FLU model shares the quintessence models an important
result, a dynamical EoS. In addition, the theory predicts sim-
ilar evolutions at early time in the three modelsk = 0,±1.
Moreover, it forces the flat/non-flat models to have identical
behaviours at a later time. Thus, the FLU model succeeds
to describe an effectively flat solution without imposing a
global vanishing sectional curvature by takingk = 0.
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Fig. 1 The EoS up toO(t3) evolution: The solid line represents the
evolution in the flat space, while the dot and dash lines represent the
evolution in the open and closed models, respectively. The plots show
almost the same initial phantom state and the same quintessence be-
haviour fate, which is in agreement with the expected evolution in the
FLU model. The initial conditions are taken to fit with an early time
phase asa0 = 10−9, H0 = 109 s−1, t0 = tPl = 10−44 s, Λ = 10−30 s−2

andλ = 3.

4.3 Conservative universe

As mentioned in the introduction of the present Section that
we extract a scale factor (17) and anf (T ) (19) as solutions
of two assumptions (15) and (16) of the FLU model, not di-
rectly from Friedmann equations as usual. We examine the
validity of the Friedmann equations for this model. Actu-
ally, the case of the cosmological constant with a fixed EoS
parameter (ω =−1) that is required to describe the acceler-
ating universe, one cannot get an evolutionary scenario for
this dark component. In addition, its continuity equation

ρ̇ +3H(ρ + p) = 0, (22)

shows thatρ̇ = 0, i.e. density is constant. Nevertheless, the
density should decreases as universe expands. This conflict
implies a continuous creation of matter in order to keep the
density of the expanding universe constant. This case is sim-
ilar to the steady state cosmology which breaks the conser-
vation principle. This problem vanishes as a consequence of
assuming a dynamical EoS as in our case here of the FLU
model. In thisf (T ) theory, we use one fluid component to
describe the evolution of the universe, with a negative pres-
sure matter dominating most of different epochs during the
early time evolution. Moreover, we get a conservative uni-
verse. This can be obtained by substituting from (17) and
(19) into (10) and (11), which shows that the continuity
equation is always verified up to any order of expansion of
(19).

We summarize the results of Section4 as follows: The
FLU model (i) is consistent with inflationary scenario uni-
verse, (ii) has dynamical EoS parameter allows cosmic evo-

lution, and (iii) satisfies the continuity equation so Fried-
mann. It is well known that the scalar field plays the key role
in the quintessence models to interpret the inflation stage at
early universe. On the other hand, the torsion plays the main
role in the teleparallel geometry. We next consider the role
of the torsion as added value quality of the spacetime when
formed by a scalar field and its role at the early universe
time.

5 Torsion Potential

In order to get the idea of the torsion potential, we first
discuss the physical meaning of the connection coefficients
as the displacement field. So we use (4) to reexpress the
Weitzenböck connection (1) as

Γ µ
νρ =

◦
Γ µ

νρ +Kµ
νρ . (23)

By careful look to the above expression of the new dis-
placement field, it consists of two terms. The first is the
Levi-Civita connection which consists of the gravitational
potential (metric coefficients,gµν) and its first derivatives
w.r.t. the coordinates. Where the second term is the contor-
tion which consists of the tetrad field and its first derivatives
w.r.t. the coordinates. In this sense we find the first term con-
tributes to the displacement field as the usual attractive force
of gravity, while the second term contributes as a force too.
While equation of motion tells that this force is repulsive
[66]. Now we can see how teleparallel geometry adds a new
quality (torsion or contortion) to the spacetime allowing re-
pulsive side of gravity to showup.

5.1 Torsion potential of a scalar field

We consider here the physical approach to construct the tor-
sion from a scalar fieldϕ(x). In the view of the above discus-
sion, we can treat the contortion in the Weitzenböck connec-
tion (23) as a force. Accordingly, it is required to construct
the contortion (or torsion) from a tensor and it first-order
derivatives. Then, this tensor now plays the role of the po-
tential of the torsion. We follow the approach that has been
proposed by [67], by introducing sixteen fieldstµ

a that are
called “torsion potential”. These fields form a quadruplet
basis vectors, so we write the following linear transforma-
tion:

ha = tµ
a∂µ , ha = ta

µdxµ , (24)

the torsion potentialtµ
a and its inverse are satisfying the

conditions:

t = det(tµ
a) 6= 0, tµ

ata
ν = δ µ

ν , tµ
atb

µ = δ b
a . (25)

Finally, this enables to express the torsion as [67]

T α
µν = tα

a
(

∂µta
ν − ∂ν ta

µ
)

. (26)
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The torsion potentialtµ
a can be reformed by a physical scalar,

vector or tensor fields. This may have a great interest in
physical applications. Now we take the case when the tor-
sion potential is formed by a scalar fieldϕ(x) by taking

ta
µ = δ a

µe
√

3/2ϕ , tµ
a = δ µ

a e−
√

3/2ϕ , (27)

whereϕ is a non-vanishing scalar field. Then the torsion and
the contortion (4) can be reexpressed respectively as

T α
µν =

√

3/2
(

δ α
ν ∂µϕ − δ α

µ ∂νϕ
)

, (28)

Kµν
α =

√

3/2
(

δ ν
α ∂ µϕ − δ µ

α ∂ µ ϕ
)

, (29)

where∂ µϕ = gµα ∂α ϕ . The above expressions have been
used in order to formulate a theory of the electromagnetism
minimally coupled to torsion and satisfies gauge invariance
and minimal coupling principles [68–71]. Using (6), (28)
and (29), the teleparallel torsion scalar (5) can be written in
terms of the scalar fieldϕ as

T =−9∂µϕ ∂ µϕ . (30)

The above treatment shows that the torsion acquires dynam-
ical properties and it propagates through space. It worths to
mention that the energy momentum tensor of a free scalar
field represents a source of the dynamical torsion in the telepar-
allel description of gravity [72], which is not in agreement
with the common belief that the spin matter only can pro-
duce torsion [15]. One should mention here that same results
can be achieved by combining the conformal transformation
of the tetrad fieldshµ

a → eϕhµ
a andha

µ → e−ϕha
µ in ad-

dition to the so-called Einsteinλ -transformation (projective
transformation) of the connection coefficients [73, 74] as

Γ α
µν → Γ α

µν − δ α
ν ∂µϕ . (31)

Actually, this approach, indeed, has a geometrical frame-
work as well. Where the connection is assumed to be a semi-
symmetric one, this case has been studied by many authors,
c.f. [75].

5.2 Gravitational quintessence model

It is well known that the cosmic inflation is powered by a
scalar fieldϕ . On the other hand, the cosmological appli-
cations of f (T ) gravity show strong evidences of a cosmic
inflation. So there must be a link between these two descrip-
tions, we see that equation (30) provides this link as the
teleparallel torsion scalar appears as a gradient of a scalar
field. So it acquires dynamical properties and propagates
through space. Also, equation (30) enables us to map the
density and pressure contributions in the Friedmann equa-
tions into the scalar field (ρ → ρϕ , p → pϕ ). This leads to
reformulate the Friedmann equations of the torsion contribu-
tion as an inflationary background in terms of the scalar field
ϕ . As mentioned before the FLU model providesf (T ) ∝

∑ 1√
−T n does not reduce to TEGR theory of the ordinary

matter. This is in agreement with the inflationary epoch where
the matter contribution can be negligible. Accordingly, we
consider the Lagrangian density of a homogeneous (real)
scalar fieldϕ in potentialV (ϕ)

Lϕ =
1
2

∂µϕ ∂ µ ϕ −V(ϕ). (32)

where the first expression in (32) represents the kinetic term
of the scalar field, as usual, whileV (ϕ) represents the poten-
tial of the scalar field. The variation of the action w.r.t. the
metric gµν enables to define the energy momentum tensor
as

T
µν =

1
2

∂ µϕ ∂ ν ϕ − gµν
Lϕ . (33)

The variation w.r.t. the scalar field reads the scalar field den-
sity and pressure respectively as

ρϕ =
1
2

ϕ̇2+V(ϕ), pϕ =
1
2

ϕ̇2−V(ϕ). (34)

The Friedmann equation (10) of the non-flat models in ab-
sence of matter becomes

H2 =
8π
3

(

1
2

ϕ̇2+V (ϕ)
)

− k
a2 . (35)

Using (34) it is an easy task to show that continuity equation
(22) reduces to the Klein-Gordon equation of homogeneous
scalar field in the expanding FRW universe

ϕ̈ +3Hϕ̇ +V ′(ϕ) = 0, (36)

where the prime denotes the derivative w.r.t. the scalar field
ϕ . In conclusion, equation (30) enables to define a scalar
field sensitive to the vierbein field, i.e. the spacetime sym-
metry. In addition, equation (34) enables to evaluate an ef-
fective potential from the adoptedf (T ) gravity theory. The
mapping from the torsion contribution to scalar field fulfills
the Friedmann and Klein-Gordon equations. So the treat-
ment meets the requirements to reformulate the torsion con-
tribution in terms of a scalar field without attempting a con-
formal transformation.

5.3 Generalized Starobinsky potential byf (T )

In the following treatment, we take the simple case of the
flat space universek = 0 in order to compare the obtained
results to the standard treatment of the scalar field theory in
cosmology. Using (18), (30) we get

ϕ̇2 =
3/2

(t − τ0)2 , (37)

whereτ0 is as given in Subsection3.2. Integrating the above
equation we write the scalar fieldϕ as

ϕ = ϕ0±
√

6/2ln(t − τ0), (38)
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andϕ0 = ϕ(t0) is a constant of integration. The above equa-
tion allows to express the timet mathematically in terms of
the scalar fieldϕ . So all the dynamical expressions can be
expressed in terms of the scalar field.

The relation between the scalar fieldsT andϕ has to be
investigated. Using (18) and (38) we can express the torsion
scalar fieldT in terms of the scalar fieldϕ as

T (ϕ) =−27
2

e±2
√

2/3(ϕ−ϕ0). (39)

As is well known at the strong coupling condition the infla-
ton field is related to the canonical scalar fieldΩ by [76]

ϕ =±
√

3
2

logΩ . (40)

Comparing the above equation with the teleparallel torsion
(39) we get the transformationT = −ξ Ω2 where the con-
stantϕ0 can be absorbed in the coefficientξ . This indicates
that the teleparallel torsion scalar might play a role similar
to the canonical scalar field normally used in scalar-tensor
theories of gravitation. Also, using (17) and (19), the pres-
sure (11) can be reexpressed in terms of the scalar fieldϕ
as

pϕ =− Λ
16π

−λ ∑
n=0

βne−n
√

2/3(ϕ−ϕ0), (41)

whereβn are known constant coefficients. Similarly, we can
evaluate the scalar field density (34). With simple calcula-
tions one can find that the continuity equation of the scalar
field still valid. Substituting from (37) and (41) into (34), we
evaluate the potential of the scalar fieldϕ as

V (ϕ) =V0+λ ∑
n=0

βne−n
√

2/3(ϕ−ϕ0), (42)

whereV0 =
Λ

16π + 3
4e2

√
2/3(ϕ−ϕ0). The higher orders contri-

bution in (42) are due to the order of expansion of thef (T )

which allow different potential types of slow-roll inflation
models. So we find that both kinetic and potential energies
are formed from the teleparallel torsion andf (T ) gravity, re-
spectively. It is well known that the scalar field potential of
the cosmic inflation has many different forms according to
the assumed model, e.g. polynomial chaotic, power law, nat-
ural, intermediate, ... etc. In this work, we provide another
approach to construct the potential from thef (T ) gravity
theory. According to the order of expansion of the potential
(42), this gives either Starobinsky-like inflation model [77],
where the potential blows up atϕ < 0 and inflation can oc-
cur only atϕ > 0, or it gives a quadratic-like inflation model
where the potential allows inflation to occur at bothϕ < 0
andϕ > 0. This will be discussed in more details as below.

5.4 Classified torsion scalar potentials

In the previous Subsection we applied a new technique to
induce the scalar potential (42) by the f (T ) gravity (19). In

this theory we obtained a power series potential ofe−
√

2/3ϕ

whereϕ represents the inflaton field. So the theory may
cover different classes of inflationary models. We next ex-
amine the potentials correspond to the order of the expan-
sion of (19). In this way, and with the help of the evaluated
EoS induced by the fluid (10) and (11), we might be able to
compare these potentials to the already known inflaton po-
tentials. Thetriple (19), EoS and (42) would enable us to
give a physical classification of these potentials.

5.4.1 The V0-model

The modified Friedmann equations (10) and (11) of the f (T )
gravity theories pay attention to the choice off (T ) = const.
as it acts perfectly as the cosmological constant. This is ex-
actly the case here, when assuming the zeroth order of (19)
solution. We first evaluate the above mentionedtriple as

f0(T ) = Λ , (43)

ω0 = −1, (44)

V0 =
Λ

16π
+

3
4

e2
√

2/3(ϕ−ϕ0), (45)

where−∞ < ϕ < ∞. It is clear that f0(T ) acts perfectly
as cosmological constant DE (ΛDE) with EoSω = −1. A
generic potential of this type can be obtained by adding a
constant to exponential potential (power law inflation), see
Figure2(a). We will see later this potential pattern is rec-
ommended to performE andB modes of the power spec-
trum polarization. The first term in (45) is the vacuum en-
ergy density (cosmological constant) of the false vacuum
spacetime, while the second term associated to the vacuum
potential represents a phase transition potential dragging the
universe away from false vacuum (ϕ = 0 state) to a true vac-
uum (ϕ 6= 0 state) at its minimum effective potential. How-
ever, the EoS stillω0 =−1 during the whole stage. Now, we
investigate the phase transition potential in (45). Using the
relation (40) we write theV0 potential in terms the canonical
scalar field as

V0 ∝ 1/Ω2,

which gives an inverse square law potential. This type of po-
tentials represents the original class of quintessence fields.
Indeed, the later expression shows a minimum effective po-
tential only atΩ > 0 or Ω < 0 with a potential barrier at
Ω = 0, while (45) allows the full range−∞ < ϕ < ∞. But
as the inflation occurs only in a single plateau, then the two
expression are identical atϕ > 0.

5.4.2 The V1-model

We take the expansions up to the first order giving thetriple

f1(T ) = Λ − a2
0λ

H2
0τ3

0

[

81
8

+
243

√
6

16τ0
√
−T

]

, (46)
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(a) n = 0 (b) n = 1

(c) n = 2 (d) n = 3

(e) n = 4 (f) n = 5

(g) n = 6 (h) n = 7

Fig. 2 Schematic plots of the scalar field potentials according to
the order of expansion of thef (T ) function. The set of parameters
{t0,a0,H0,Λ} are taken as in Figure1. The blue solid lines are for
λ > 1, the blue dash lines are for 0< λ < 1, the red dot lines are for
0> λ >−1 and the red solid lines are forλ <−1.

lim
t→t f

ω1 = −7/9, (47)

V1 = V0−
a2

0λ
H2

0τ3
0

[

81
128π

+
63/τ0

64π
e−

√
2/3(ϕ−ϕ0)

]

. (48)

The f1(T )∝ 1√
−T

which is usually used to identify the CDM.
In this model, the additional terms of the potentialV1, given
by (48), contribute to decrease the potential relative to the ki-

netic energy. This allows the EoS to evolve above theΛDE
value by 2/9, i.e.ω1 → −7/9, which is in agreement with
the previous results of Subsection4.2. Moreover, the poten-
tial V1 reduces toV0 whereλ = 0. However, the nonvan-
ishing values ofλ show interesting patterns, there plots ap-
pear in Figure2(b), they predict similar behaviours atϕ > 0
where the potentials are nearly flat at the false vacuum (ϕ =

0) slowly rolls to its effective minimum at the true vacuum
(ϕ 6= 0). At ϕ < 0, the potentials predict different behaviours
according to the value ofλ . At very small negative or posi-
tive values ofλ the potentials are nearly flat. The large pos-
itive λ produces Starobinsky-like model where the potential
blows up exponentially. Nevertheless, the large negativeλ
turns the potential to a quadratic-like model.

5.4.3 The V2-model

With higher order expansion we have thesetriple

f2(T ) = Λ − a2
0λ

H2
0τ3

0

[

243
8

+
1215

√
6

16τ0
√
−T

− 2187

8τ2
0T

]

, (49)

lim
t→t f

ω2 = −5/9, (50)

V2 = V0−
a2

0λ
H2

0τ3
0

[

243
128π

+
315
64π

e−
√

2/3(ϕ−ϕ0)

+
135/τ0

64π
e−2

√
2/3(ϕ−ϕ0)

]

. (51)

This case still in the quintessence range whereω2 →−5/9.
The potentialV2 reduces toV0 at the limitλ → 0 where the
kinetic dominates over the potential. On the other hand,V2

reduces to the original Starobinsky potential where kinetic
energy is negligible during the inflation. The Starobinsky
pattern is clear in Figure2(c) in the caseλ > 1 where the
potential is dominant. The non-vanishing values ofλ pro-
duce almost the same behaviour atϕ > 0, while they pro-
duce different behaviours atϕ < 0. In contrast to theV1, the
large negativeλ allows Starobinsky-like model to dominate
theϕ < 0 epoch while the large positiveλ turns the poten-
tial to a quadratic-like model, see Figure2(c), at ϕ < 0. Its
plot shows two different minima allowing inflation in both
|ϕ |> 0.

5.4.4 The V3-model

We study one more case where thetriple are given by

f3(T ) = Λ − a2
0λ

H2
0τ3

0

[

513
8

+
3645

√
6

16τ0
√
−T

− 6561

4τ2
0T

− 10935
√

6

16τ3
0

√
−T 3

]

, (52)

lim
t→t f

ω3 = −1/3, (53)
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V3 = V0−
a2

0λ
H2

0τ3
0

[

513
128π

+
945/τ0

64π
e−

√
2/3(ϕ−ϕ0)

+
405/τ2

0

32π
e−2

√
2/3(ϕ−ϕ0)+

45/τ3
0

16π
e−3

√
2/3(ϕ−ϕ0)

]

.

(54)

The evolution of the EoS for this case has been studied in
this work in Subsection4.2. The interest in this case is mo-
tivated by the study of the so-called “tracker field" when as-
suming the inflation ends atω3 →−1/3 [78]. The potential
V3 reduces toV0 whenλ vanishes, its nonvanshing values
show general behaviours similar toV1. Whereas, Figure2(d)
shows that, in particular for large negativeλ , the false vac-
uum is separated by a broad barrier. However, the top of the
barrier is quite flat. The decay of the false vacuum is fol-
lowed by slow-roll inflation allowing a tunneling event from
the high energy false vacuum. We find this model fulfills the
requirements of [79] to perform well fitting bothE-mode
andB-mode polarizations.

5.4.5 The Vn≥4-models

For theV4-model we find it similar toV2-model but with
strong flat plateau atϕ > 0 of the false vacuum. Atϕ < 0
the symmetry of negative and positive large values ofλ no
longer valid, see plots of Figure2(e). TheVn>4-models, the
symmetry of large±λ holds again but they alter their roles,
see plots of Figure2(f)-(h). Moreover, the asymptotic EoS
goes to increase by 2/9 with a radiation limit forω6 while
ω9 gives stiff matter, all higher order expansions give un-
known matter, so far, withω > 1. In order to check the
consistency of the results which are obtained by thef (T )

gravity and by the scalar field of the FRW model, we use
equations (37)-(42) to evaluate the dynamical EoS of the
scalar field,ωϕ = pϕ/ρϕ , according to the order of expan-
sion. The calculations show that the EoS of then = 0 model
predict a cosmological constant like DEω(ϕ) =−1. While

the additional terms of the series ofe−n
√

2/3(ϕ−ϕ0) in (42)
diminishes the effective potential gradually allowing theki-
netic energy to showup effectively as the order of expansion
increases so that the EoS approaches different asymptotic
values with arithmetic sequence{− 7

9,− 5
9,− 1

3, ...} respec-
tively. So the rushing of the EoSωϕ towardsωϕ > −1 is
powered by the kinetic energy of the scalar field. When the
higher orders of expansion of (42) are taken into consider-
ation, the kinetic energy is enough to end the cosmic infla-
tion allowing the EoS to crossoverωϕ = 0 to enter a matter
dominant universe epoch. It is clear that the scalar field anal-
ysis is in agreement with the results of thef (T ) treatment in
Subsection4.2.

Now back to the plots of Figure2, the overall picture
shows similar behaviours for all the models atϕ > 0 while
they interpolate between Starobinsky and polynomial poten-

tials atϕ < 0 with different details as mentioned above. It
is known that theB-mode polarization excludes the small
tensor-to-scalar ratio models such as Starobinsky model [59].
In contrast, the Planck data restricts the tensor-to-scalar ratio
to be small so it excludes inflationary models such as large-
field inflation models with a single monomial term [57, 58].
In this theory, we find that the inflationary potential interpo-
lates between these two different classes of inflation. These
results lead us to investigate the inflationary parameters within
this theory.

6 Single-scalar Field with Double Slowly-rolling
Solutions

Assuming that the inflation epoch is dominated by the scalar
field potential only. The slow-roll models define two param-
eters as

ε =
1

16π

(

V ′

V

)2

, η =
1

8π

(

V ′′

V

)

. (55)

These parameters are called slow-roll parameters. Conse-
quently, the slow-roll inflation is valid whereε ≪ 1 and
|η | ≪ 1 when the potential is dominating. While the end of
inflation is characterized by Max(ε, |η |) = 1 as the kinetic
term contribution becomes more effective. The slow-roll pa-
rameters define two observable parameters

r = 16ε, ns = 1−6ε+2η , (56)

wherer andns are called the tensor-to-scalar ratio and scalar
tilt, respectively. Recent observations by Planck and BICEP2
measure almost the same scalar tilt parametersns ∼ 0.96.
However, Planck puts an upper limitr < 0.11 which sup-
ports models with smallr. While BICEP2 sets a lower limit
on ther > 0.2 which supports inflationary models with large
r. We devote this Section to investigate the capability of the
slow-roll models to perform both Planck and BICEP2.

6.1 Construct a potential from Planck and BICEP2

It is clear that Planck and BICEP2 observations agree on the
scalar tilt parameter valuens ∼ 0.963, while they give differ-
ent tensor-to-scalar ratiosr. In order to construct a scalar po-
tential performing Planck and BICEP2 data, we found that
if the slow-roll parameters (55) satisfy the proportionality
relationε ∝ η2, this gives a chance to find two values ofη
performing the samens but two different values ofε. Con-
sequently, two values ofr. This can be achieved as follows:
using (56) and the proportionality relation we have

ns = 1−6(ε = κη2)+2η ,

i.e. η± =
1

6κ

(

1±
√

1+6κ(1− ns)
)

, (57)
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whereκ is a constant coefficient andη± are due to the±
discriminant. It is clear that there are possibly two different
values of the parameterη for a single scalar tilt parameter
ns. Accordingly, we haveε = κη2 = 16/r which provides
double values ofr for eachns. More concretely, assuming
the scalar tilt parameterns = 0.963 [57] and substituting into
(57), for a particular choice of the constantκ ∼ 30; then we
calculate two possible values ofη as

(i) The first solutionη+ has a positive value of∼ 2.09×
10−2 which givesε+ ∼ 1.31×10−2.

(ii) The second solution ofη− has a negative value ofη ∼
−9.34×10−3 which leads toε− ∼ 3.05×10−3.

Surely both positive and negative values ofη give the same
scalar tiltns ∼ 0.963. Nevertheless, we can get two simulta-
neous tensor-to-scalar ratios: the first isr+ ∼ 0.21, while the
other is smallerr− ∼ 4.9×10−2. We conclude that the slow-
roll inflationary models which are characterized by the pro-
portionalityε ∝ η2 can perform bothE-mode andB-mode
polarizations [79], when a negative value ofη is observed
near the peak ofϕ , it would need to be offset by a positive
value ofη at some later time over a comparable field range
in order to getε to be small again during the period of ob-
servable inflation. Generally, at low values ofκ the model
predicts one small value ofr in addition to another higher
value as required by theB-mode polarization inflationary
models. Interestingly, at large values ofκ the model predicts
a single value of the tensor-to-scalar parameterr± → 0.0987
which agrees with the upper Plank limitr0.002< 0.11 at 95%
CL.

Moreover, we can investigate the potential pattern which
is characterized by the proportionality relationε = κη2. Re-
calling (55), this relation provides a simple differential equa-
tion with a solution

V (ϕ) = A+Be±2
√π

κ ϕ , (58)

whereA andB are constants of integration. In this way, we
found that Starobinsky model might be reconstructed nat-
urally from observations if we want our model to perform
E-mode andB-mode polarizations.

6.2 The slow-roll parameters of the model

We calculate the slow roll parameters of theV0-model to in-
vestigate its capability to predict a vaiable inflation. It can
be shown that theV0 potential (45) coincides with the poten-
tial constructed from Plank and BICEP2 observations (58).
Using (45) and (55), we evaluate the slow-roll parameters

ε0 =
24π

(

12π +Λe−2
√

2/3(ϕ−ϕ0)
)2 , (59)

η0 =
4

(

12π +Λe−2
√

2/3(ϕ−ϕ0)
) . (60)

From the slow-roll parameters (59) and (60) of theV0-model,
it can be shown that the model satisfies the proportionality
ε = κη2, where the proportionality constantκ = 3

2π . This
relation is not only independent of the values ofΛ but also
it allows a vanishing cosmological constant to exist without
affecting the generality of the proportionality relation.Simi-
lar relation has been obtained in the literature when studying
the leading term behaviour of the Starobinsky inflation as a
special case of theT -models [80]. The numbere-folds from
the end of inflation to the time of horizon crossing for ob-
servable scales

N∗(ϕ) = −8π
∫ ϕ f

ϕ

V
V ′ dϕ

= −2
√

6π

(

ϕ − Λ
16π

√

2
3

e−2
√

2
3 (ϕ−ϕ f )

)

, (61)

whereϕ f is the value ofϕ at the end of inflation. Using
(59)-(61) we can reexpress the slow-roll parameters as func-
tions of N. At the end of inflation, i.e. Max(ε, |η |)=1, for
the allowed range ofN∗ ∼ 60 the observable cosmological
wavelengths exit the Hubble radius for a minimum and max-
imum inflationary scale we haveϕ f = 40. In the following
steps we show the capability of theε ∝ η2 models to predict
two tensor-to-scalar ratios for a single spectral tilt at differ-
ent e-folds. Using (61) we evaluate the spectral scalar tilt
ns0 of theV0-model as a function ofN. Substitutingns0(N)
into (57) we evaluate two valuesη+

0 andη−
0 , for each we

have two possible valuesε+0 andε−0 , respectively. Finally,
we have two tensor-to-scalar ratiosr±0 = 16ε±0 , while the
two expected spectral scalar tilt are identical, i.e.n+s0 = n−s0.
This procedure enables to draw the plots of Figure3. The
plots represent the evolution of the observable parameters
vs thee-folding number. As is clear the spectral scalar tilt
has a single pattern represented byn±s0 plot, while the tensor-
to-scalar ratio has two distinguished patterns represented by
r+0 andr−0 plots. Ther+0 has a lower limit> 0.094 which is
in agreement with theB-mode polarization models. On the
other hand, ther−0 plot has an upper limit< 0.094 which is
in agreement with theE-mode polarization models.

In Figure3, the viable inflation is characterized byn±s0 <
1 region. The region withn±s0 exceeding unity is Max(n±s0)<
1.04, although this small deviation from the scale invariance
of the scalar power spectrum is acceptable at the level of
theoretical predictions, it can be excluded as it appears be-
yond the acceptable range of thee-folds N > 60. Interest-
ingly, at largee-folding number the spectral scalar tilt goes
again below unity so that(1−n±s0)∼ 4×10−10. We highlight
some results in Table1 showing that theV0-model can pre-
dict large tensor-to-scalar ratios of theB-mode polarization
as well as small ratios as required by theE-mode polariza-
tion.

Similar procedure can be applied to theV1-model where
the ε = κη2 relation still valid with larger proportionality
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Fig. 3 The slow-roll parameters vs thee-folding number ofV0-model,
whereΛ = 10−30 s−2.

Table 1 The predicted parameters of theV0-model

N 59 66 99 ∞
η+

0 8.48×10−2 7.37×10−2 3.85×10−2 7.07×10−2

η−
0 −1.40×10−2 −3.00×10−3 3.23×10−2 0

ε+0 3.39×10−2 2.56×10−2 6.98×10−3 2.36×10−2

ε−0 9.27×10−4 4.25×10−5 4.90×10−3 0

n±s0 0.966 0.994 1.04 � 1

r+0 0.542 0.410 0.112 0.377

r−0 0.015 6.81×10−4 7.85×10−2 0

constantκ = 6π . Accordingly, the tensor-to-scalar ratios can
be achieved, e.g. atN = 55 we have (r−1 , r+1 , n±s1) = (3.23×
10−2, 0.237, 0.967) where the scalar tilt in this case always
n±s1 < 1. Also, this procedure can be used to put constraints
on the choice of conformal weight in the power law and
Starobinsky inflation models from the CMB observations4.

7 Discussions and Final Remarks

We investigate a special class off (T ) gravity governed by
FLU assumptions. In this model, we assume the vanishing
of the coefficient of the sectional curvature in the modified
Friedmann equations. This enables to identify a particular
class offn(T ) ∝ ∑ 1√

−Tn gravity, usually hidden by the SFU
assumption, cannot be covered by TEGR theory. The FLU
model, at large Hubble regime, is consistent with the cosmic
inflation scenario. Also, it enables to evaluate a dynamical
EoS of the cosmic fluid. In a particular casen = 3, the fluid
can evolve from phantom initial phase crossing the phantom
divided line (ω = −1) to radiation and possibly stiff-matter
with a quintessence fate. As a matter of fact, the dynamical

4This work is in progress now.

EoS avoids the usual problems of the cosmological constant
DE models. In addition, there is no need to assume a large
cosmological constant at early universe.

We provide an alternative approach to studyf (T ) infla-
tion by considering the case when the torsion is made of
a scalar fieldϕ . This approach allows thef (T ) to predict
the inflationary observable parameters. We show that the
teleparallel torsion scalar can couple to the kinetic energy of
the scalar field, while its potentialV (ϕ) can be induced by
the f (T ) gravity. In this case, we define a scalar field sensi-
tive to the spacetime symmetry with a potential induced ex-
actly from extended teleparallel gravity. This leads finally to
a gravitational quintessence model governed by Friedmann
and Klein-Gordon equations.

The obtained quintessence model covers different infla-
tionary models according to the expansion limit. In this study,
we give more attention to theV0-model. It has been shown
that theV0 model relates the slow-roll parameters by the pro-
portionality ε = κη2 which in agreement with the model
constructed from Planck and BICEP2 data. The model can
be classified as power law inflation which has been shown
that is capable of performing two tensor-to-scalar ratios con-
sistent with bothE and B modes of polarization, while it
predicted scalar spectral index still unique. In particular, the
observable parameters evolution with thee-foldingN can be
shown in Figure3 and Table1. We just highlighted some re-
sults of the other models, while further studies are left for
future work. Higher orders potentials interpolate between
Starobinsky and quadratic like inflations.

Finally, we would like to mention that at largeκ the
model predicts a single tensor-to-scalar parameterr → 0.0987
in agreement with Planck observations limit. This result can
be used to constrain the choice of the conformal weight in
power law and Starobinsky models to the observable param-
eters of the cosmic inflation epoch.
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